
Dear all 

Here is our home learning for the week. Due to some of the children returning back to school we have changed how we 
are planning for the children both in the classroom and those who are still learning from home. We hope that you enjoy 
this learning together. Make this time at home enjoyable and treasure the time you are together having fun! Remember 
please share any learning that you do with us on Tapestry.   

Foundation Learning- Growing 

Monday- Polite Manners 

In today's lesson, we are going to be thinking about polite table manners and what constitutes a healthy meal. The key 
areas that this lesson links to are personal, social and emotional development, physical development and expressive arts 
and design. 

Watch this video - https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/polite-manners-1/activities/1  

Challenge: Can you write a menu for the day to show what you would eat for breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks through 

the day?  

Tuesday- Growing  

In this lesson, we introduce our topic of the week, which is growing. We learn how 
plants grow through hearing the story ‘Jasper’s Beanstalk’. We then move on to 
think about how we have grown as humans. This lesson links to understanding the 
world, shape, space and measure, and self-confidence and self-awareness. 

Watch this video- https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/growing/activities/1  

Challenge: Can you write a list of things you need to grow a real beanstalk and instructions on how to plant a seed?  

Wednesday- Food Mosaics  

In today's lesson, we will use dry food items or outdoor items to create mosaic art. I wonder what food you will choose 
to use? Can you find dry food that is lots of different colours? The three key areas that this lesson links to are expressive 
arts and design, physical development and mathematics. 

Watch this video- https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/food-mosaics/activities/1  

Thursday- Construct a beanstalk 

In today's lesson we will combine different media in order to create a representation of a beanstalk. The three key areas 
of development that this lesson links to are expressive arts and design, physical development and understanding the 
world. 

Watch this video- https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/construct-a-beanstalk  

Friday- Food Art 

In today's lesson, we are going to use fruit and vegetables to create food printing art. I chose to make a caterpillar, some 
chicks and some monsters. What will you make with your printing? What colours will you choose to use? The three key 
areas that this lesson links to are expressive arts and design, understanding the world and physical development. 

Watch this video- https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/food-art/activities/1  

Challenge: Can you retell a story The Very Hungry Caterpillar Story by printing what he eats each day? Can you write 

sentences underneath the pictures you create?  
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Maths – Measures  

Monday – Estimate lengths of objects 

In this lesson you will measure using non-standard units. Did you know you can 
measure the length of something using your hands or feet or even toy cars? You 
can find out more on the nrich website. 

Watch this video:  https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/estimate-lengths-of-objects-0a31b3/activities/1  

Challenge: Can you talk about which objects are the longest and which are the shortest?  

Tuesday – Compare weights of objects  

In this lesson you will compare the weight of objects on Zara's balance scales. You can find out how to make your own 
balance scales in the slides following the video. 

Watch this video - https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/compare-weights-of-objects  

Challenge: Can you talk about which objects weigh the most and which weigh the least? 

 

Wednesday – Measure Objects  

In this lesson we will revise the measuring activities that we have completed this week. 

Watch this video: https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/measure-
objects/activities/1  

English Reading and Writing -  

Thursday- Jack and the Beanstalk  

In this lesson, we will listen to the story Jack and the Beanstalk. We will 

design our own beanstalk and think about what it looks like. Maybe after 

the lesson, you can make a giant beanstalk in your home by painting or 

junk modelling. 

Watch this video - https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/jack-and-the-beanstalk/activities/1  

Challenge: Label the beanstalk to show it’s features.  

Friday – Jack and The Beanstalk: Story Writing  

In this lesson, we will watch the story and then retell it by ordering pictures and then writing a sentence underneath.  

Watch this video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_VCpAYajmvo  

Challenge: Draw your own images to retell the story and write sentences under each picture. 
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